Recent evidence on the occurrence of small (5-700 nm diameter) lipid microdomains in the exoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane has evoked interest in the possibility that similar domains may also be present in the cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane. However, current knowledge about these ''lipid rafts'', in live cells is limited. One way to obtain insight into the occurrence and the size of lipid rafts is the use of single-molecule microscopy, which allows one to study the diffusive motion of individual molecules with high positional and temporal accuracy. Using this technique, we compared the diffusion behavior of the Lck membrane anchor, which has a high affinity for lipid rafts, to the diffusion behavior of the K-Ras membrane anchor, which has negligible affinity for rafts and compared the results with those of the H-Ras membrane anchor. Surprisingly, we found only minor differences in the diffusion behavior of the various lipid anchors, indicating that putative cytoplasmic leaflet lipid rafts would have to be small (,137 nm diameter) and do not affect the mobility of membrane-anchored molecules much on timescales up to 60 ms.
INTRODUCTION
The plasma membrane of mammalian cells is heterogeneous in structure and contains several types of domains (1) . One of the causes of small membrane domains (300-600 nm) is a network of membrane-associated actin, which can cause temporal trapping of lipids and membrane proteins (2) . Another type of membrane domains are lipid microdomains (3), also called ''lipid rafts''. These are structures in which saturated acyl chain lipids and cholesterol pack together resulting in a liquid-ordered phase that sets these lipid areas apart from the liquid-disordered bulk plasma membrane (4) . Lipid rafts contain a variety of proteins, whose association with these domains is typically biochemically tested by measuring their partitioning into the detergent-resistant membrane (DRM) fraction (5) . It was speculated that association of particular sets of proteins with lipid rafts plays an important role in a variety of signal transduction pathways (6) .
Most experiments to directly measure and visualize lipid rafts have been performed by labeling molecules localized in the exoplasmic leaflet. Raft sizes measured vary from ;5 to 700 nm (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Much less is known, however, about the existence, size, and nature of lipid raft like domains in the cytoplasmic leaflet. Model membrane experiments indicated that mixtures of phospholipids resembling those found in the cytoplasmic leaflet do not spontaneously form liquid-ordered domains (13) . However, a recent study (14) suggested that cholesterol-dependent clusters could be present in the cytoplasmic leaflet of live cells.
A possible link between lipid rafts in the exoplasmic and cytoplasmic leaflet is potentially of great importance as the transduction of cellular signals from the outside to the inside of the cell usually involves proteins anchored in the cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane. Well-known examples are small GTPases and Src-family kinases, which have different membrane anchors. The small GTPase K-Ras has a C-terminal membrane anchoring sequence that consists of a farnesyl moiety in conjunction with a polybasic domain. This type of anchor has a negligible affinity for lipid rafts and hence the K-Ras anchor is generally used as a nonraft marker (15) . In contrast, the Src-kinase Lck is anchored via two cysteine-linked S-acyl groups and one glycine-linked myristoyl group at the N-terminus of the protein. The Lck anchor confers a high affinity for lipid rafts (16) (17) (18) (19) . By comparing the diffusion of the K-Ras anchor and the Lck anchor at short time and small length scales we intended to obtain more information on the presence and dimensions of putative lipid rafts in the cytoplasmic leaflet. To be able to directly follow the motion of the membrane anchors we fused them to the enhanced yellow-fluorescent protein (eYFP) and studied their diffusion at the single-molecule level in live cells. The high positional accuracy of the technique (;35 nm) enabled us to detect even small membrane domains (.137 nm diameter). Diffusion analysis of thousands of single-molecule trajectories of both the Lck and K-Ras membrane anchor revealed an unexpected similarity. Both anchors showed a major, fast-diffusing fraction and a minor, slow-diffusing fraction. The fast-diffusing fraction of the Lck-anchor and the K-Ras anchor contained 84% and 73% of the molecules, respectively. For both anchors, this fast fraction showed free diffusion with diffusion coefficients of 1.3 mm 2 /s for the Lck anchor and 1.0 mm 2 /s for the K-Ras anchor. The remaining fraction of molecules of both anchors was confined in ;200 nm sized domains. As these domains contained a considerable fraction of both anchors, they are most likely not lipid rafts. The lack of clear differences between these two membrane anchors supports models of the cytoplasmic leaflet in which proposed lipid rafts are small (,137 nm diameter, the detection limit of our technique) and do not affect the mobility of molecules much on timescales at least up to 60 ms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA constructs
A double-stranded synthetic oligonucleotide encoding the human Lck membrane anchoring sequence (amino-acids MGCGCSSHPED) with 59 HindIII and 39BamHI restriction sites was cloned into the pcDNA3 vector (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK). This vector contained the entire coding sequence of eYFP, which was previously cloned into the BamHI and XhoI sites. A linker region (amino acids VDPPVAT) was incorporated between the Lck and eYFP sequences. The eYFP K-Ras membrane anchor construct was a gift from J. Hancock (20) .
Cell cultures
In this study a mouse fibroblast cell line (3T3-A14) was used and cultured in DMEM medium supplemented with streptomycin (100 mg/ml), penicillin (100 U/ml), and 10% bovine serum in a 7% CO 2 humidified atmosphere at 37°C (95% humidity). Cells were used for 12-14 passages and were transferred every 4 days. For microscopy the cells were cultured on No. 1 glass slides (Fisher Scientific, 's-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands). Cells exhibiting a confluency level of 20-30% were used for transfection with 1.0 mg DNA and 3 ml FuGENE 6 (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN) per glass slide. The transfection efficiency, as determined by fluorescence microscopy, was ;30%.
Observation and tracking of single-molecules
The experimental arrangement for single-molecule imaging has been described in detail previously (21) (22) (23) . Briefly, cells adherent to glass slides were mounted onto the microscope and kept in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS: 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Na 2 HPO 4 /NaH 2 PO 4 , pH 7.4) at 37°C. For the observation of the mobility of the membrane-anchored fluorophores the focus was set to the apical membrane of the cells (depth of focus ;1 mm). The density of fluorescent proteins on the plasma membrane of selected transfected cells (5-6 days posttransfection) was ,1 mm ÿ2 , which permitted imaging and tracking of individual fluorophores and ensured that fluorescent protein dimerization (14) was minimized.
Fluorescence images were taken consecutively with up to 1000 images per sequence. By connectivity analysis between consecutive images the twodimensional trajectories of individual molecules in the plane of focus were reconstructed (21) . These trajectories were up to 9 steps in length, mainly limited by the blinking and photobleaching of the fluorophore (22) . To compensate for the limited length of individual trajectories, multiple data sets, each consisting of hundreds of trajectories from 8-21 cells per construct, were analyzed. Moreover, for each cell, several separate data sets were acquired, each with a different time between consecutive images (time lag, t lag ). By using different time lags, varying from 5 to 60 ms, the diffusion behavior of the membrane-anchored molecules was studied.
Models to analyze square displacement distributions
The trajectories were analyzed following a method developed earlier (24) . In brief, the lateral diffusion of Brownian particles in a medium characterized by a diffusion constant D is described by the cumulative probability distribution function for the square displacements, r 2 (25, 26) :
Pðr 2 ; t lag Þ describes the probability that the Brownian particle starting at the origin will be found within a circle of radius r at time t lag . It is characterized by the mean-square displacement of r 2 0 ðt lag Þ ¼ 4Dt lag (25) and gives a good description of lipid diffusion in a free-standing membrane (27) . Provided that the system under study segregates into two components, one with a fast and one with a slow mobility, characterized by mean-square displacements r 2 1 and r 2 2 , and relative fractions a and (1 ÿ a), respectively, Eq. 1 becomes (24):
(
The cumulative probability distributions Pðr 2 ; t lag Þ were constructed for each time lag from the single-molecule trajectories, obtained from 8-21 different cells, by counting the number of square displacements with values #r 2 , and subsequent normalization by the total number of data points (24) . Probability distributions with N . 240 data points were least-square fit to Eq. 2, resulting in a parameter set fr 2 1 ðt lag Þ, r 2 2 ðt lag Þ, ag for each time lag, t lag , between 5 and 60 ms. This approach of fitting leads to a robust estimation of the mean-square displacements r 2 1 and r 2 2 even when the mobility is not purely random (23).
Mobility analysis
By plotting r 2 1 and r 2 2 versus t lag , the diffusional behavior of the respective populations of molecules is revealed. The (r 2 i ,t lag ) plots were fitted either by a free diffusion model (r 2 i ¼ 4D i t lag ) or by a confined diffusion model. The confined diffusion model assumes that diffusion is free within a square of side length L, surrounded by an impermeable, reflecting barrier. In such a model the mean-square displacement depends on L and the instantaneous diffusion constant D o , and varies with t lag as (28):
For the analysis of the (r 2 i ,t lag ) plots, it has to be taken into account that the positional accuracy in our measurements is 35 nm, which leads to a constant offset in r 2 i of 4 3 (35 nm) 2 ¼ 4.9 3 10 3 nm 2 for all time lags (24) . From this positional accuracy, we estimate that domains of size L ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi ð3 3 4:9 3 10 3 nm 2 Þ p ¼ 121nm represent the smallest domains that could be observed. This domain size corresponds to a diameter of ;137 nm.
RESULTS
Localization of the membrane anchors and observation of single-molecules
The LckN11-eYFP construct was obtained by fusing the membrane anchoring sequence (11 N-terminal amino-acids) of the Src kinase Lck to the N-terminus of eYFP. When expressed in mammalian cells this fusion protein is anchored to the cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane via two cysteine-linked S-acyl groups and one glycine-linked myristoyl group ( Fig. 1 A) . Transient transfection of 3T3-A14 cells with the LckN11-eYFP construct resulted in a clear plasma membrane localization of fluorescence ( Fig.  1 B) . The eYFP-C14KRas construct consists of the 14 C-terminal amino-acids of K-Ras fused to the C-terminus of eYFP ( Fig. 1 C) . Expression of this construct in 3T3-A14 cells revealed membrane localization of the fluorescence (Fig. 1 D) . To obtain a low density of membrane-anchored eYFP molecules at the plasma membrane (,1 mm ÿ2 ), 3T3-A14 cells were used for single-molecule microscopy 5-6 days after transfection.
For the diffusion measurements the focus was set to the apical membrane, where single-molecule signals were observed ( Fig. 2 A) . These signals displayed single-step photobleaching behavior ( Fig. 2 B) , which is indicative for the observation of individual fluorophores. The observation of single eYFP molecules is further confirmed by analysis of the measured signal intensities. The intensity distributions ( Fig. 2 C) closely resemble that of monomeric eYFP observed before (23, 29) and peak at 208 counts/3 ms for LckN11-eYFP and 200 counts/3 ms for eYFP-C14KRas. A comparison of these signals to the background noise results in a signal/ background noise ratio of ;12. Tracking of the singlemolecule signals through consecutive images yielded trajectories of diffusing molecules (Fig. 2 D) . Large numbers (.2500 per condition) of these trajectories were obtained for both the Lck and the K-Ras anchor.
Cumulative probability distributions of the square displacement
The trajectories of diffusing LckN11-eYFP and eYFP-C14KRas molecules were used to construct square displacement distributions. From these, the cumulative probability distribution was built and plotted versus the square displacement, as shown in Fig. 3, A A fit of a cumulative probability distribution of the square displacement to this two-component model resulted in a parameter set consisting of: the fraction, a, of fast diffusing molecules and the characteristic mean-square displacements, r 2 1 and r 2 2 , for the fast-and slow-diffusing fraction of molecules, respectively. For LckN11-eYFP ( Fig. 3 C) a fit of 40 ms time-lag data according to Eq. 2 resulted in values of 0.84 6 0.04, 0.20 6 0.02 mm 2 , and 0.015 6 0.008 mm 2 for a, r 2 1 , and r 2 2 , respectively. For eYFP-C14KRas ( Fig. 3 D) a fit according to Eq. 2 yielded 0.62 6 0.13, 0.16 6 0.04 mm 2 , and 0.021 6 0.009 mm 2 for a, r 2 1 , and r 2 2 , respectively. The fraction of fast-diffusing molecules, a, was significantly larger for the Lck membrane anchor compared to that of the K-Ras membrane anchor, in agreement with the difference in the square displacement distributions of Fig. 3, A and B .
Diffusion analysis of the Lck and K-Ras membrane anchor
Cumulative probability distributions like the ones presented in Fig. 3 were obtained for different time lags, varying from 5-60 ms. For all time lags and constructs measured, the cumulative probability distributions exhibited a biphasic behavior and were fitted to the two-component model (Eq. 2). As described, these fits result in a set of parameters for each time lag. For LckN11-eYFP, these parameter sets were plotted versus time lag in Fig. 4 , A-C. The fast-diffusing LckN11-eYFP molecules represented the largest fraction of molecules ( Fig. 4 A) . This fraction was constant between 5 and 60 ms with a weighted mean of 0.84 6 0.03 (mean 6 SE; solid line). The mean-square displacement of the fast fraction, r 2 1 , exhibited a linear increase with time predicted for a freediffusing species. A fit of these data to a free-diffusion model, r 2 1 ¼ 4D 1 t ( Fig. 4 B, solid line) , resulted in a diffusion coefficient of D 1 ¼ 1.30 6 0.03 mm 2 /s. The remaining fraction, containing ;16% of the LckN11-eYFP molecules, displayed a lower mobility ( Fig. 4 C) . Moreover, the meansquare displacement leveled off to a constant value of 2.1 6 0.8 3 10 ÿ2 mm 2 for longer time lags, an indication of confined diffusion. A fit of the data to a confined diffusion model (Eq. 3), resulted in an instantaneous diffusion coefficient, D 0 , of 0.26 6 0.13 mm 2 /s and an average domain size of L ¼ 221 6 49 nm ( Table 1) .
The results of the diffusion analysis of the K-Ras membrane anchor are shown in Fig. 4 , D and E. As found for the Lck membrane anchor, the fast-diffusing fraction of the K-Ras membrane anchor is constant between 5 and 60 ms and contained the majority of molecules. The weighted mean of 0.73 6 0.04 is slightly smaller than the weighted mean of the Lck membrane anchor. Analogous to the Lck membrane anchor, the mean-square displacement of the fast fraction of eYFP-C14KRas showed a linear increase with time ( Fig. 4 E) , predicted for free-diffusing particles. A fit of these data to a free-diffusion model yielded a diffusion coefficient of D 1 ¼ 1.00 6 0.04 mm 2 /s, ;23% smaller than the value found for the Lck membrane anchor. The remaining, slow-diffusing fraction contained 27% of the eYFP-C14KRas molecules and displayed a lower mobility (Fig.  4 F) . As observed for the Lck membrane anchor, the meansquare displacement of the slow-diffusing fraction of the K-Ras membrane anchor leveled-off at longer time lags ( Fig.  4 F) , indicating confined diffusion. A fit of the data to a confined diffusion model (Eq. 3), resulted in an instantaneous diffusion coefficient, D 0 ¼ 0.15 6 0.05 mm 2 /s and an average domain size of L ¼ 219 6 71 nm (Table 1) .
DISCUSSION
As outlined in the introduction, the aim of this study was to compare the diffusion behavior of the K-Ras anchor, which supposedly has negligible affinity toward lipid rafts and the Lck membrane anchor, which has been assigned a high affinity for lipid rafts. Using single-molecule fluorescence microscopy we were able to study the diffusion of these anchors with high spatial (;35 nm) and temporal (;10 ms) accuracy. This accuracy allowed the detection of membrane domains with a diameter larger than ;137 nm (see Materials and Methods). Although we did observe differences in the diffusion behavior of the K-Ras and Lck membrane anchor, there was a clear overall similarity. Both anchors showed a major, fast-diffusing fraction (Table 1) , that diffused freely on the timescale measured (;10-60 ms) with a diffusion coefficient (1-1.3 mm 2 /s) that is comparable to those measured for lipids in the exoplasmic leaflet (0.6-1.6 mm 2 /s) (2, 10) . Only a minor fraction (16% for the Lck anchor and 27% for the K-Ras anchor) of molecules had a lower mobility and was confined to domains of size ;200 nm ( Table 1 ). The fact that the Lck membrane anchor showed predominantly free diffusion is in agreement with other single-molecule studies of this anchor (30, 31) , which reported diffusion coefficients of 0.5-1.0 mm 2 /s on the ;100-ms timescale.
If the diffusion characteristics of the Lck membrane anchor, the K-Ras membrane anchor and, in addition, the H-Ras membrane anchor (23) are compared, it is striking that all exhibit a major, fast-diffusing fraction and a minor, slowdiffusing fraction. For all anchors, the fast fraction diffused freely on a timescale up to ;60 ms and increased from 59 6 7% for the H-Ras anchor to 73 6 4% for the K-Ras anchor and 84 6 3%, for the Lck anchor. The diffusion coefficients of the fast-diffusing fraction of the H-Ras anchor (1.13 6 0.09 mm 2 /s) and for the K-Ras anchor (1.00 6 0.04 mm 2 /s) are not significantly different, but lower by ;20% than that found for the Lck anchor (1.30 6 0.03 mm 2 /s). These results indicate that, if rafts are present, the anchors with high raft affinity (Lck and H-Ras) were not significantly slowed-down compared to the nonraft K-Ras anchor. Indeed, the diffusion of the Lck anchor seems to be the highest of all membrane anchors we studied. Although our study does not exclude the existence of cytoplasmic lipid rafts, these results indicate that their effect on the mobility would have to be relatively small as would be expected from very small domains or lipid shells (32, 33) . This notion is in agreement with a recent FRAP study of putative raft-associated proteins at the cells surface (34) , which showed that raft proteins diffuse freely over large distances and do not undergo long-range diffusion as part of discrete, stable raft domains.
Further comparison of the Lck, K-Ras, and H-Ras anchor showed that, besides the major fast-diffusing fraction, all anchors include a slow-diffusing fraction of molecules. The proportion of this slow-diffusing fraction was 41 6 7%, 27 6 4%, and 16 6 3% for the H-Ras, K-Ras, and Lck anchor respectively (Table 1 ). More striking is that for all anchors, this slow-diffusing fraction is confined to domains of size ;200 nm. The instantaneous diffusion constant (D 0 ) within these domains was identical for all anchors (Table 1) and ;0.2 mm 2 /s. As the supposedly nonraft K-Ras anchor was trapped in 200-nm domains to a larger extent than the Lck anchor, it seems unlikely that the 200-nm domains seen are lipid rafts.
The association of Ras with membrane domains was recently investigated by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (35) and electron microscopy (15, 36) resulting in a model in which ;30% of the H-Ras anchor is found in cholesterol-dependent nanoclusters of ;20-nm diameter, whereas the remaining ;70% of H-Ras anchors is present as monomers. Although these nanoclusters are much smaller than the smallest domains we can detect (;137-nm diameter), it is interesting to note that the fraction of H-Ras anchor localized in the nanoclusters (;30%) corresponds reasonably well to the size of the fraction H-Ras anchor molecules localized in the 200-nm domains (27-41%, (23)), indicating that there may be a link between these observations. As it was further shown that the nanoclusters are sensitive to mild latrunculin treatment, a possible explanation for the observed 200-nm domains is temporal trapping of the 20-nm nanoclusters by the membrane-associated actin cytoskeleton and the proteins bound to it (2) . The fast, free-diffusing fraction observed for the H-Ras and Lck membrane anchor would in this case be explained by the fact that the majority of the anchors move in and out of the nanoclusters on a timescale that cannot be resolved (,10 ms) by our measurements, a mechanism recently suggested in a single-molecule study of H-Ras (37) . As the EM experiments further showed that the K-Ras membrane anchor is localized in separate nanoclusters, a similar mechanism could explain the observation of the 200-nm domains for the K-Ras anchor.
If the 200-nm domains are indeed observed because the H-Ras and Lck anchors are localized in cholesterol-dependent nanoclusters, one would expect that cholesterol depletion would affect the fraction of molecules trapped in them. We performed cholesterol depletion by methyl-b-cyclodextrin (5 mM for 1 h), but this treatment did not have a significant effect on the H-Ras anchor (23) . This lack of effect can be understood in the light of recent evidence that methyl-bcyclodextrin stabilizes the actin cytoskeleton (38) . Actin stabilization would counteract the cholesterol depletion effect in our diffusion measurements and explain the observations. We tried an alternative cholesterol depletion method using compactin (see Supplementary Material), but this resulted in localization of the Lck membrane anchor to intracellular structures that made reliable single-molecule measurements on our wide-field setup impossible (see Supplemental Material, Fig. S1 and S2) .
To show that the 200-nm domains are actin-dependent one might propose a mild latrunculin treatment (2) , which would be expected to result in an increased size of the 200-nm domains and/or a lower fraction of molecules trapped in them. However, Fuijwara et al., showed that mild latrunculin FIGURE 4 Diffusion characteristics of LckN11-eYFP ( Fig. 4 , A-C) and eYFP-C14KRas (Fig. 4 , D-F) resulting from the square displacement distribution analysis (see Materials and Methods). (A and D) The fractions of the fast diffusing component, a, were plotted versus t lag . The solid lines represent the weighted mean of the fast-diffusing fraction over all time lags. (B and E) The mean-square displacements, r 2 1 , of the fast fraction plotted versus t lag . The data were fitted according to a free-diffusion model (r 2 1 ¼ 4D 1 t lag , solid line). (C and F) The mean-square displacements, r 2 2 of the slow fraction plotted versus t lag . Fits according to a confined diffusion model (Eq. 3) are shown as a solid line. The dotted lines in Fig. 4 , C and F, represent the offset due to the limited positional accuracy (see Materials and Methods); although the same offset is present in Fig. 4, B and E, the dotted lines are omitted here for clarity.
TABLE 1 Summary of diffusion characteristics
LckN11-eYFP eYFP-C14KRas eYFP-C10HRas* treatment results in a decreased hop rate and increased compartment size, which have counteracting effects on the macroscopic (.10 ms) diffusion that we measure with our technique. To separate these counteracting effects and reliably measure the net effect on the 200-nm domains a much higher time resolution is required (Fuijwara et al. used 25 ms), which cannot be achieved by a single-fluorophore technique.
In conclusion, in the current single-molecule diffusion study we compared the nonraft K-Ras anchor and the raftassociated Lck anchor and showed that there are strong similarities in diffusion behavior of these anchors. The lack of clear differences between the two membrane anchors supports models of the cytoplasmic leaflet in which potential lipid rafts are small (,137 nm diameter) and do not have a large impact on the mobility of putative raft-associated molecules on the 10-60 ms timescale.
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